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Abstract

A method is presented for generating training data from FEM meshes based on element prop-
erties. Learning at the element level is often indicated when larger structures, especially parts,
are too inhomogeneous in size or geometry. At the element level, quality metrics and other infor-
mation are gathered from the neighborhoods of elements, just as convolutional neural networks
for image processing gather information from the neighborhoods of pixels. But in general, neigh-
borhoods of elements are not as well structured as pixels in images. Instead, they form irregular
graphs which cannot be processed by standard Neural Network (NN) architectures directly. There
are two approaches to make irregular graphs Machine-Learning-friendly: specialized NNs such as
Graph NNs, and preprocessing of data where the features of training examples are precalculated
from a neighborhood graph. While Graph NNs seem to be a natural choice, data preprocess-
ing has still its advantages in overall simplicity and explainability. In this paper, the advantages
of precalculated features are highlighted. Together with the method a Python library that allows
CAE engineers to extract Machine-Learning-friendly data from LS-DYNA keyfiles as well as simu-
lation results with a minimum amount of coding is presented. This library streamlines the process
of preparing mesh data for Machine Learning and facilitates the implementation of various Ma-
chine Learning models for mesh quality evaluation. The data generation and subsequent usage
by Machine Learning methods is shown by the example of learning mesh quality assessment
from labelled training data. Results for this data that already have been published are used as a
baseline for a comparison of model accuracy.

1 Machine Learning Representations for CAE

The tasks in CAE pre- and postprocessing are widespread and heterogenous in numerous ways,
e.g. the kind of data involved, the level of detail, or the amount of data available. Mostly, researchers
focus on simulation and postprocessing, solving tasks such as the prediction of simulation results [7]
or grouping simulations from a design of experiment (DOE) [2]. Applications of Machine Learning in
CAE preprocessing are rare, but existent, e.g. for the evaluation of mesh quality [14]. Compared to
established application of Machine Learning such as image classification or timeseries prediction,
CAE data has some challenges, namely a low number of of training examples, inhomogenous data,
and non-Euclidean data.

1. Low Number of Training Examples:
CAE data is mostly generated in a product development process. Depending on the devel-
opment cycle, there are usually only a couple of variants of a single product per year. Even
when it is possible to use data from different products, there are not more than a couple of
hundreds of evaluated training examples available. In the world of Machine Learning, this still
is a very low number. In some cases it is possible to generate training examples automatically
by parametric variation and automated evaluation. But even this costs time, as the examples
must be simulated.

2. Inhomogeneous Data:
For Machine Learning, training examples must be from the same domain to be comparable.
Images can be scaled a common size, timeseries be resampled to have a common length
and so on. CAE handles products, assemblies, and parts. Variants of products, even from the
same manufacturer and the same generation, differ in size, geometry, material, and function.
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Graph Terminology FEM Terminology
node/vertex element
edge node
hyperedge set of elements connected to the same node

Table 1: Comparison of graph and FEM terminology.

For example, a passenger car can be a available as sedan, convertible, and station wagon.
So perhaps parts should be considered. A lot of parts are common to these variants, even to
other series and predecessor products. But again there is a dilemma here: The same kind
of part can have a completely different size and material in two variants. Also, different parts
from a single product are barely comparable. A crashbox has almost nothing in common with
a trunk hood.

3. Non-Euclidean Data:
The next level of detail to make data comparable are CAE meshes. At a first glance, one is
tempted to treat them as images. Since there are faces or volumes in a grid, so they have a
lot in common with images. But unlike images CAE meshes are not Euclidean. Meaning they
are not structured in a Euclidean way (or: They are not in a Euclidean space). Instead, CAE
meshes form irregular graphs, which is the point of origin for this work.

The presented framework is not exclusively designed for CAE use cases, but is applicable to all use
cases with graph data underlying.

2 Data Representation for Meshed CAE Parts

Learning from images by means of Machine Learning is well researched [9] and widely used with
great success. Thus, a possible course of action to apply Machine Learning to CAE data is image-
based. In order to preserve some of the 3-dimensional information, multi-view approaches are
common, e.g. [13] where images of objects are captured images from different perspectives. How-
ever, this means breaking down information of 3-dimensional parts to 2-dimensional images of the
parts. Assume to pass the CAE data in form of 2-dimensional images to a Machine Learning al-
gorithm, the Machine Learning algorithm needs to recover the third dimension from the multi-sview
representation. This means that information is re-created that was already available beforehand.
The obvious way to retain the third dimension during training is to use a voxel-based representa-
tion [8]. A 3-dimensional image is created by using small cubes (voxels) instead of small squares
(pixels). This is appropriate for solid modelling where the 3-dimensional space is filled to a good
amount. For the design of structures such as car bodies, this results in an almost empty space
where most of the voxels are zero. This is especially true for surface-based designs which are
modelled as shell meshes. Since these meshes have no thickness the space is, from a mathemat-
ical point of view, completely empty. The solution proposed here is to work directly on the finite
element mesh that is applied to the parts anyways. The approach makes use of the fact that the
mesh can be interpreted as a graph. As terminologies in Finite Elements and graphs use similar
terms in different ways, a clarification can be found in Table 1. From now on graph terminology is
used.

2.1 Graphs and Hypergraphs

In graph theory, a graph is defined as a pair G = (V,E) with V being a set of vertices and E a set
of edges where one edge links two vertices. Whereas a hypergraph is defined as a pair G = (V, E)
with V being a set of vertices and E a set of edges where one edge can link any number of vertices
[1]. The adjacency matrix is a square matrix representing a graph indicating which vertices are
linked by an edge. See Figure 1 for an example.
Each graph is trivially a hypergraph and each hypergraph can be represented as a bipartite graph.

2.2 Previous Work

GNNs are trending in the AI community [16]. For various reasons (see Chapter 3), a sample-
and-aggregate (SAGE) approach to extract features from graph neighborhoods is used. There are
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Figure 1: Left: a graph and its adjacency matrix. Right: a hypergraph and its adjacency matrix. Note that the adjacency
matrices of the graph and the hypergraph are identical.

several different approaches to be found in previous work. GraRep [4] represents graph vertices as
low dimensional vectors considering global structural information of the graph. Node2vec [5] on the
other hand represents graph nodes in a vector. DeepWalk [12] is based on random walks through
the graph to learn a latent representation. LINE [15] preserves local and global information on the
graph by proposing an edge-sampling algorithm. Node embeddings for each node of a graph are
generated in GraphSAGE [6], where a function is learned that generates embeddings in the local
neighborhood of a node by sampling and aggregating features.
In the CAE environment, the users of our approach are highly trained engineers with vast amounts
of knowledge in their field, which is to be exploited by giving them the possibility to contribute to
the method with their skills. This is why a technique where experts can customize sampling and
aggregating and thus enrich data with their knowledge is looked into.

3 SAGE vs. GNN

In the following SAGE approaches (in particular SAGE as proposed here) and GNNs are compared
under several different aspects. Note that the section on preprocessing refers to data prepocessing,
not CAE preprocessing. For legibility SAGE is abbreviated by S and GNNs by G.

3.1 Preprocessing

S: As SAGE is a preprocessing method, it goes without saying that this part of the Machine
Learning process is crucial. By sampling and aggregating graph data, Machine Learning
(GNNs put aside) is enabled to work with the given data and domain. To go even further,
SAGE enables the user to contribute their knowledge to the model by designing the SAGE
algorithms accordingly.

G: GNNs on the other hand don’t need much prepocessing. These methods are specifically
designed to handle graph data. Thus customizing in preprocessing is not possible.

3.2 Selection of Methods

S: With data made ready for Machine Learning by SAGE, all sorts of Machine Learning methods
can be applied. Thus a very well researched foundation of methods is at disposal.

G: Altough GNN methods are very popular today and become more sophisticated steadily, the
topic is still rather new and error-prone, specifically for domains like CAE which are not very
popular in the area of AI Research.

3.3 Data Filtering

S: The major argument to use a SAGE ansatz is that features are fully customizable. Features
can be crafted and chosen on the basis of domain specific knowledge. In some applications
this helps pushing the Machine Learning model into the right direction.

G: When applying GNNs to a problem all information on the graph given to the model is used
in training without any domain specific filtering of the data. This can obtain good results,
but might need to reconstruct information that is obviously computable for the domain expert
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and thus leads to either bigger models trying to reconstruct the information or models poorly
performing.

4 Best of Both Worlds: mesh2vec

The mesh2vec approach, which is open-source, is described in detail below. The source code is
available on GitHub at github.com/Renumics/mesh2vec, and the documentation can be found at
renumics.github.io/mesh2vec. To install mesh2vec, you can use the pip package manager to install
it.

4.1 Automated SAGE on Hypergraphs

mesh2vec is a framework automating SAGE on hypergraphs. Thus for any hypergraph, mesh2vec
can be used to make the graph data ready for Machine Learning without using GNNs. Roughly the
procedure can be divided in two steps.

1. Compute neighborhoods in the hypergraph:
For each graph node compute all neighbors for the required distance(s).

Here two graph nodes are neighbors of distance 1 if and only if they are connected by an
edge. Two graph nodes are neighbors of distance n if and only if the shortest path connecting
the nodes is of length n.

Let V be an arbitrary node in the hypergraph and NV,m
1 , . . . , NV,m

n , n ∈ N neighbors in dis-
tance m ∈ N. Then the set of the neighbors N V,m is the neighborhood of V in distance
m.

N V,m = NV,m
1 , . . . , NV,m

n (1)

2. Aggregate features in neighborhood:
Features are aggregated in the neighborhoods computed in step 1.

featNV,m = aggr
(
featNV,m

1
, . . . , featNV,m

n

)
(2)

with aggr being an aggregation function and featNV,m
1

, . . . , featNV,m
n

features given on the
nodes in the neighborhood N V,m. Potential aggregation functions are mean, max, min, std,
median, etc.

This procedure can be applied to

• neighborhoods in various and/or combined distances,

• all kinds of features and information given per node in the hypergraph and

• any desired aggregation function.

The result of applying mesh2vec to graph data is a set of feature vectors of fixed length to which
standard Machine Learning models are directly applicable.

Unlike other SAGE-approaches like GraphSAGE [6] the features here are entirely definable and
tunable by the user. Which might at first seem like a disadvantage but for some application this
actually is an advantage as expert and domain knowledge can be incorporated in a very straight-
forward way, whereas in other approaches expert and domain knowledge needs to be retrieved by
the Machine Learning method itself.

Note that by looking into the dual hypergraph [1] features can analogously be aggregated for infor-
mation on graph edges.
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4.2 Application of Machine Learning Models to Prepared Data

The feature vector of fixed length resulting of applying steps 1 and 2 can now be used as input
data to standard (or even more sophisticated) Machine Learning models. A wide range of Machine
Learning models have been designed for application on feature vectors. These models are very
well researched and inspected. Thus they provide a sound foundation for further investigation of
the data.

4.3 CAE-specific Procedure

The mesh2vec cae API allows the generation of a hypergraph based on the geometry of a FEM
mesh. Each hypergraph node corresponds to an element in the mesh. Features like the number of
border nodes, the aspect ratio, the warpage, the area, and the face normals can be extracted from
the mesh and added to the hypergraph. Simulation results like stresses and strains values can also
be extracted from LS-DYNA d3plot files and added to the hypergraph.
The aggregation of features is performed over adjacent hyper nodes (mesh elements) in the spec-
ified distance, meaning features are gathered from elements that are at exactly at the specified
distance from the focal element. Aggregation is conducted using methods like calculating the mean
or max value. The framework also has the capability to use the angle difference between neighbor-
ing elements as a feature.
The result of this procedure is a feature table, with each row corresponding to an element and each
column relating to an aggregated feature for a specific distance.

5 Example Mesh Quality

The quality of the FEM meshes is important for the reliability of the simulation results. It can be
assessed by evaluating the quality of the individual elements. Traditional metrics like aspect ratio,
warpage, and skewness can be used, but manual time-consuming review ad rework by experienced
engineers is also required to ensure the quality of the mesh.

5.1 Data Preparation

The data used for this example consists of FEM meshes visualized in Figure 2. From each FEM
mesh, various features are extracted to characterize the elements. These features include the
number of borders (num border), aspect ratio (aspect), warpage, whether the element is triangular
(is tria), area, and face normals.
For the data preparation process, the mesh2vec cae module from the mesh2vec library is utilized.
First, the mesh is used to create the hypergraph. Then, the features are extracted from the mesh
and added to the hypergraph. The feat list variable specifies the list of features to be extracted.

1 from mesh2vec.mesh2vec_cae import Mesh2VecCae

2 feat_list = ["num_border", "aspect", "warpage", "is_tria", "area", "skew"]

3

4 tmp_json = f"{os.path.basename(keyfile)}_tmp.json"

5 hg = Mesh2VecCae.from_ansa_shell(

6 dist ,

7 Path(keyfile),

8 json_mesh_file=Path(tmp_json),

9 )

10 hg.add_features_from_ansa(

11 feat_list ,

12 Path(keyfile),

13 json_mesh_file=Path(tmp_json)

14 )

15 hg.add_features_from_ansa(

16 ["normal"],

17 Path(keyfile),

18 json_mesh_file=Path(tmp_json)

19 )

20 ...

Listing 1: Extracting and Adding Features to Hypergraph
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Figure 2: Exemplary meshes of the dataset. In total it consists of 317 element-wise labeled meshes, each labeled either as
a ’good’ or ’bad’ element by an experienced engineer based on predefined quality criteria.

5.2 Labeling

In the dataset used here, the part ID (PID) was (mis-)used to mark-up bad elements. Instead of
grouping the elements of a part, the PID of each element contains a specific number, which signifies
whether the quality of the element is deemed acceptable or unacceptable.

5.3 Feature Aggregation

The features extracted from the FEM meshes are aggregated over the neighboring elements. The
aggregation is performed considering a distance range of 0 to 2, meaning features are aggregated
for elements at distances 0, 1, and 2 from the target element. The aggregation is done using various
aggregation functions, such as taking the mean value. Additionally, the angle difference between
neighboring elements is calculated. This process results in a feature table where the features
(num border, aspect, warpage, is tria, area, skew) are available for the neighbors at distances 0, 1,
and 2.

1 for dist in range(dist):

2 for feat in feat_list:

3 hg.aggregate(feat , dist , aggr=np.mean)

4 hg.aggregate_angle_diff (0, aggr=np.mean)

Listing 2: Feature Aggregation

The feature table in Figure 3 shows the features extracted from the FEM meshes. It is suitable for
training and evaluation of all kinds of Machine Learning models.

5.4 Training

To train and evaluate the Machine Learning models, the dataset is divided into three subsets:
training, validation, and test. The division is based on the original parts from which the FEM meshes
were derived. The ExtraTreesClassifier from the sklearn.ensemble module, which is a random
forest-based classifier [3], is used for training. The feature vectors are used as input, and the
corresponding PID labels serve as the targets. The ExtraTreesClassifier is fitted on the training set
to learn the relationships between the features and the mesh quality labels.
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Figure 3: The feature table consists of 15 columns representing the features and has a total of 1,383,441 rows, with each
row corresponding to an element in the FEM mesh. Example: ‘aspect-mean 1‘ is the mean aspect ratio of the elements
direct neighbors is calculated with Equation 2.

Figure 4: Exemplary predictions in the test set. 0=True Negatives (TN); 1=True Positives (TP); 2=False Negatives (FN);
3=False Positives (FP). Left: TN:2055 TP:4 FN:36 FP:4 Right:TN:784 TP:10 FN:27 FP:28

5.5 Evaluation

The trained model is evaluated on models of the test set to assess its performance. The evaluation
metrics include true negatives (TN), true positives (TP), false negatives (FN), and false positives
(FP). Further evaluation, such as cross-validation, can also be performed to validate the model’s
generalization performance. Figure 4 shows two exemplary results.

6 Example d3plot

mesh2vec also supports the generation of element-based feature vectors for LS-DYNA simulation
results. The hypergraph can be generated from a d3plot or d3part file. Base features are read from
the results using the LASSO Python library [10]. Any scenario where a user wants to extract and
aggregate information from element neighborhoods can be implemented with a few lines of code.

Example: Strain Prediction

The existence of effective plastic strain in the neighborhood of an element can be an indicator for a
future impact on this element. Figure 5 shows a state of a 3-point bending hatprofile simulation, with
a fringe plot for plastic strain. A feature vector built on the elements’ state only cannot distinguish
between elements which are not likely to see any plastic strain in the next few time steps, and
those which have a high probability of developing plastic strain very soon. In order to generate
this simple feature vector in mesh2vec, the base feature plstrain must be aggregated for a distance
of zero. The aggregation function should return the original value, thus it can be anything that
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Figure 5: Result from a 3-point bending of a hatprofile in LS-PREPOST. Fringe component is effective plastic strain of
integration point number 1.

is equivalent to identity for a single value, e.g. min, max, or mean. Figure 6 shows the same
information as in Figure 5 on the undeformed mesh in the mesh2vec’s built-in viewer. This viewer is
a convenience function of mesh2vec and does not replace a tool like LS-PREPOST by any means.

1 from lasso.dyna import ArrayType

2 from mesh2vec.mesh2vec_cae import Mesh2VecCae

3 hg = Mesh2VecCae.from_d3plot_shell(

4 5,

5 Path("HAT.d3part"),

6 partid=1,

7 )

Listing 3: A hypergraph neighborhood is read from an LS-DYNA result. Here, neighborhoods up to a distance of 5 are
extracted from the file HAT.d3part. The hypergraph is restricted the part with PID=1.

8 plstrain_feature = hg.add_feature_from_d3plot(

9 "element_shell_effective_plastic_strain",

10 Path("HAT.d3part"),

11 timestep =16, shell_layer =0,

12 )

13 thickness_feature = hg.add_feature_from_d3plot(

14 "element_shell_thickness",

15 Path("HAT.d3part"),

16 timestep =15, shell_layer =0,

17 )

18 d0plstrain = hg.aggregate(plstrain_feature , 0, np.max)

19 d3plstrain = hg.aggregate(plstrain_feature , 3, np.mean)

20 d1thickness = hg.aggregate(thickness_feature , 1, np.max)

21 df = hg.to_dataframe ()

Listing 4: Adding effective plastic strain and element thickness as features

In Listing 4, effective plastic strain and element thickness are added as features, using time step 17
and integration point number 1 (mesh2vec starts counting from 0) for plastic strain, and time step 16
for the element thickness. The features are only available for the generation of Machine Learning
after aggregation which is done in lines 19 – 21. Plastic strain is aggregated for a distance of 0,
providing the original value, and averaged for a distance of 3. Additionally, the maximum thickness
in a distance of 1 is added as an aggregated feature. Finally, using the to dataframe method,
the features are made available as Pandas DataFrame which can be easily used as training data
for Machine Learning methods. Figure 7 shows the resulting feature vectors for a small subset of
elements. The resulting hypergraph in Figure 7 contains a fixed-sized vector of real values for
each element. This is a format most Machine Learning methods can process directly. For example,
one of the simplest forms of unsupervised learning, dimensional reduction by means of principal
component analysis (PCA), can be easily applied using the scikit-learn [11] package, see Listing 5
for the code and Figure 9 for the visualization. While this example may not be useful due to its
simplicity, one could create a more meaningful result by adding more features and aggregations.

22 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

23 from sklearn.decomposition import PCA

24 kmeans = KMeans(n_clusters =3).fit(df.values [: ,1:])
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Figure 6: Visualization of the hatprofile from mesh2vec cae. Here, the effective plastic strain of the hatprofile above has
been taken from the d3part of the simulation. It has been maximized for a distance of 0 which means that the unaggregated
values are shown and match the fringe plot of LS-PREPOST above.

Figure 7: Some feature vectors generated from the hatprofile 3-point bending example.

Figure 8: Here, the values have been aggregated by average over all neighboring elements in distance 3.
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Figure 9: 2-dimensional PCA from the feature table generated above. Each dot stands for an element. Most elements gather
in the lower left corner which presumably is the boring region, i.e. elements that did not see much strain in ths simulation.
The upper left corner probably contains the elements in the region where the impactor has hit.

25 pca = PCA(n_components =2)

26 elem_pca = pca.fit(df.values [: ,1:]).transform(df.values [: ,1:])

27 plt.xticks ([])

28 plt.yticks ([])

29 plt.scatter(elem_pca [:,0], elem_pca [:,1], s=3)

Listing 5: Code to generate and plot a 2-dimensional PCA from the element-feature-table shown in Figure 7

7 Summary & Outlook

In this publication a tool to generate Machine-Learning-friendly data from graph data with little code
and effort is presented. The underlying method is analyzed substantially and its advantages and
disadvantages are disclosed. The potential of the library can only be hinted at by the two examples
presented. The authors assume that other applications come to the experienced CAE engineers
mind.
The proposed method and the associated tool are not limited to CAE applications. The authors
plan to evaluate method and tool within other graph-related domains such as social networks.
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